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It is 1943, and 11-year-old Dewey Kerrigan is traveling west on a train to live with her scientist father—but no one, not her father nor the
military guardians who accompany her, will tell her exactly where he is. When she reaches Los Alamos, New Mexico, she learns why: he's
working on a top secret government program. Over the next few years, Dewey gets to know eminent scientists, starts tinkering with her own
mechanical projects, becomes friends with a budding artist who is as much of a misfit as she is—and, all the while, has no idea how the
Manhattan Project is about to change the world. This book's fresh prose and fascinating subject are like nothing you've read before.
For fans of Karen McManus' One of Us is Lying and films like I Know What You Did Last Summer, comes a gripping thriller about murder,
mystery, and deception. Blackmail lures Ava to the abandoned amusement park on Portgrave Pier. She is one of ten teenagers, all with
secrets they intend to protect whatever the cost. When fog and magic swallow the pier, the group find themselves cut off from the real world.
As the teenagers turn on each other, Ava will have to face up to the secret that brought her to the pier and decide how far she's willing to go
to survive. The teenagers have only their secrets to protect and each other to betray. Perfect for: 13-18 year-old mystery fans Fans of Karen
McManus and Stephen King
DIGGING FOR PEAT in the mountain with his Uncle Tally, Fergus finds the body of a child, and it looks like she’s been murdered. As Fergus
tries to make sense of the mad world around him—his brother on hunger-strike in prison, his growing feelings for Cora, his parents arguing
over the Troubles, and him in it up to the neck, blackmailed into acting as courier to God knows what—a little voice comes to him in his
dreams, and the mystery of the bog child unfurls. Bog Child is an astonishing novel exploring the sacrifices made in the name of peace, and
the unflinching strength of the human spirit.
Trick…or wicked treat! It was a devastating dirty trick—Joey Silvia just found out her boyfriend of two years is married. What. A. Dick. Joey
knows her best chance to get over one guy is to get under another. Of course, heading home to her family's remote cabin in Oregon poses
some challenges in the "available men" department…until she discovers this cabin comes with its own hot handyman! Holy crap, Chris
Steffensen. When did her brother's best friend turn into a hard-bodied pile of blond-bearded hotness? He's the perfect Halloween treat—and a
surprisingly dirty rebound guy. For a couple of weeks, anyway. Except that Chris has other ideas…like proving to Joey that this blast from the
past is a whole lot more than a naughty Halloween hookup.
Kate Brown's life has gone downhill fast. Her father has quit his job to sell vitamins at the mall, and Kate is forced to work with him. Her best
friend has become popular, and now she acts like Kate's invisible. And then there's Will. Gorgeous, unattainable Will, whom Kate acts like
she can't stand even though she can't stop thinking about him. When Will starts acting interested, Kate hates herself for wanting him when
she's sure she's just his latest conquest. Kate figures that the only way things will ever stop hurting so much is if she keeps to herself and
stops caring about anyone or anything. What she doesn't realize is that while life may not always be perfect, good things can happen -- but
only if she lets them....
Welcome to the world of espionage. Inside the cool novelty covers, we turn our magnifying glass on spies, snoops, and spooks throughout
history in The Spy Book. Eavesdrop on the incredible tales of daring, explore top-secret gadgets, and find out why espionage still hits the
headlines. Code breakers and safe crackers, spy rings and honey traps, dead drops and lipstick pistols all lurk inside. Confidentially ... kids
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will love it.
Lyla feels ambivalent when the charismatic leader of her isolated suburban community is told that the end of the world is near and when it
arrives they must all be ready to defend themselves against the unchosen.
From the bestselling author duo behind Can You See Me? comes this exceptional portrayal of autism diagnosis with diary entries by 12-yearold autistic author Libby Scott. Taking place before CAN YOU SEE ME? and DO YOU KNOW ME? this standout prequel follows Tally
through her autism diagnosis in her final year of primary school.

When Eva sits on her stoop trying to complete a school assignment by writing about what happens in her neighborhood, she gets
a great deal of advice and action
A being from another time and planet visits Earth, and takes human form for one year, as a European... A young woman's
tyrannical father has arranged her marriage to an influential suitor, but a mythical bull from her dreams comes to her rescue... A
group of students in Tallinn's Freedom Square imagine where the rise in right-wing fascism may have taken Europe by 2050...
With so many flare-ups of nationalism and isolationism in recent years, there is a sense that Europe needs to be fixed, or, at the
very least, profoundly reconfigured; whether it is to address the grievances of those feeling disenfranchised from it, or to improve
social cohesion, or even continue to exist as a democratic transnational entity. Bringing together 28 acclaimed women writers,
artists, scientists and entrepreneurs from across Europe, this powerful and timely anthology looks at an ever-changing Europe
from a variety of different perspectives and offers hope and insight into how we might begin to rebuild.
“I came to the Sahara to be buried.” After witnessing the collapse of the World Trade Center, Jeehan Nathaar leaves her New
York life with her sense of identity fractured and her American dream destroyed. She returns to Morocco to make her home with a
family that’s not her own. Healed by their kindness but caught up in their troubles, Jeehan struggles to move beyond the pain and
confusion of September 11th. On this desiccated landscape, thousands of miles from Ground Zero, the Dune sings of death, love,
and forgiveness.
In a nation on the brink of war, a young art student's star-crossed love begins to bloom in the first book of the New York Times
bestselling epic fantasy trilogy by award-winning author Laini Taylor. Around the world, black handprints are appearing on
doorways, scorched there by winged strangers who have crept through a slit in the sky. In a dark and dusty shop, a devil's supply
of human teeth grown dangerously low. And in the tangled lanes of Prague, a young art student is about to be caught up in a
brutal otherworldly war. Meet Karou. She fills her sketchbooks with monsters that may or may not be real; she's prone to
disappearing on mysterious "errands"; she speaks many languages -- not all of them human; and her bright blue hair actually
grows out of her head that color. Who is she? That is the question that haunts her, and she's about to find out. When one of the
strangers -- beautiful, haunted Akiva -- fixes his fire-colored eyes on her in an alley in Marrakesh, the result is blood and starlight,
secrets unveiled, and a star-crossed love whose roots drink deep of a violent past. But will Karou live to regret learning the truth
about herself?
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In his last work, "Crisis of the European Sciences and Transcendental Phenomenology", Edmund Husserl formulated a radical
new approach to phenomenological philosophy. Unlike his previous works, in the "Crisis" Husserl embedded this formulation in an
ambitious reflection on the essence and value of the idea of rational thought and culture, a reflection that he considered to be an
urgent necessity in light of the political, social, and intellectual crisis of the interwar period. In this book, James Dodd pursues an
interpretation of Husserl's text that emphasizes the importance of the problem of the origin of philosophy, as well as advances the
thesis that, for Husserl, the "crisis of reason" is not a contingent historical event, but a permanent feature of a life in reason
generally.
There have been claims that meaninglessness has become epidemic in the contemporary world. One perceived consequence of
this is that people increasingly turn against both society and the political establishment with little concern for the content (or lack of
content) that might follow. Most often, encounters with meaninglessness and nothingness are seen as troubling. "Meaning" is
generally seen as being a cornerstone of the human condition, as that which we strive towards. This was famously explored by
Viktor Frankl in Man’s Search for Meaning in which he showed how even in the direst of situations individuals will often seek to
find a purpose in life. But what, then, is at stake when groups of people negate this position? What exactly goes on inside this
apparent turn towards nothing, in the engagement with meaninglessness? And what happens if we take the meaningless seriously
as an empirical fact?
From the author of Edgar Award finalist Grit and The Lies They Tell comes a tense, atmospheric novel for fans of E. Lockhart and
Marieke Nijkamp, about friendship, truth, and the creeping fears that can’t be outrun. Whenever another kid goes missing in
October, the kids in the old factory town of Pender know what is really behind it: a monster out in the marshes that they call the
Mumbler. That’s what Clara’s new crew tells her when she moves to town. Bree and Sage, who take her under their wing.
Spirited Trace, who has taken the lead on this year’s Halloween prank war. And magnetic Kincaid, whose devil-may-care attitude
and air of mystery are impossible for Clara to resist. Clara doesn’t actually believe in the Mumbler—not like Kinkaid does. But as
Halloween gets closer and tensions build in the town, it’s hard to shake the feeling that there really is something dark and
dangerous in Pender. Lurking in the shadows. Waiting to bring the stories to life.
As teenagers Brooklyn and Nico work to help each other recover from the deaths of Brooklyn's boyfriend--Nico's brother
Lucca--and their friend Gabe, the two begin to rediscover their passion for life, and a newly blossoming passion for one another.
First published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
"This is a wonderful collection of authors from America and around the world. Centuries are covered, making this a great resource
for English teachers and any lover of literature." — Life Community Church This treasury of one hundred tales offers students and
other readers of short fiction a splendid selection of stories by masters of the form. Contributors from around the world include
Edgar Allan Poe, Harriet Beecher Stowe, Guy de Maupassant, Charles Dickens, Anton Chekhov, Mark Twain, Saki, Luigi
Pirandello, Kate Chopin, and Ring Lardner. The stories, which are arranged chronologically, begin with tales by Daniel Defoe
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("The Apparition of Mrs. Veal," 1705), Benjamin Franklin ("Alice Addertongue," 1732), and Washington Irving ("The Devil and Tom
Walker," 1824). Highlights from the nineteenth century include Ivan Turgenev's "The District Doctor" (1852), Sarah Orne Jewett's
"A White Heron" (1886), Thomas Hardy's "Squire Petrick's Lady" (1891), and Rudyard Kipling's "Wee Willie Winkie" (1899). From
the twentieth century come James Joyce's "Araby" (1914), Franz Kafka's "The Judgment" (1916), Virginia Woolf's "The Mark on
the Wall" (1921), "The Broken Boot" (1923) by John Galsworthy, and many others. "A fabulous collections of stories sure to please
any reader! The chronological layout is perfect for those looking to explore the development of stories over time and their relation
to society." — Whitchurch-Stouffville Public Library
When Pierre-Anthon realizes there is no meaning to life, the seventh-grader leaves his classroom, climbs a tree, and stays there.
His classmates cannot make him come down, not even by pelting him with rocks. So to prove to Pierre-Anthon that life has
meaning, the children decide to give up things of importance. The pile starts with the superficial—a fishing rod, a new pair of shoes.
But as the sacrifices become more extreme, the students grow increasingly desperate to get Pierre-Anthon down, to justify their
belief in meaning. Sure to prompt intense thought and discussion, Nothing—already a treasured work overseas—is not to be missed.
A wildly original and hilarious debut novel about the typical high school experience: the homework, the awkwardness, and the
mutant creatures from another galaxy. When Darren Bennett meets Eric Lederer, there's an instant connection. They share a love
of drawing, the bottom rung on the cruel high school social ladder and a pathological fear of girls. Then Eric reveals a secret: He
doesn’t sleep. Ever. When word leaks out about Eric's condition, he and Darren find themselves on the run. Is it the government
trying to tap into Eric’s mind, or something far darker? It could be that not sleeping is only part of what Eric's capable of, and the
truth is both better and worse than they could ever imagine.
Claire Graham ran away from a tragedy that still haunts her. But when she learns that her sister, Ella, has gone missing, Claire
decides to return to Amble, Ohio, and face what happened there. Determined to find Ella, Claire turns to Grant Buchanan, the softspoken boy from her past who, like Claire, has secrets he guards closely.
Vera’s spent her whole life secretly in love with her best friend, Charlie Kahn. And over the years she’s kept a lot of his secrets.
Even after he betrayed her. Even after he ruined everything. So when Charlie dies in dark circumstances, Vera knows a lot more
than anyone—the kids at school, his family, even the police. But will she emerge to clear his name? Does she even want to? Edgy
and gripping, Please Ignore Vera Dietz is an unforgettable novel: smart, funny, dramatic, and always surprising.
In the world of Tremaris, magic is fading away. When Darrow with terrible stories of fear and hatred in the Outlands, Calwyn
decides to act. This is a story of adventure and magic, set in an extraordinary land.
When their teacher goes missing during an outing, eleven girls grapple with the aftermath in this haunting, exquisitely told
psychological mystery. The Vietnam War rages overseas, but back at home, in a year that begins with the hanging of one man
and ends with the drowning of another, eleven schoolgirls embrace their own chilling history when their teacher abruptly goes
missing on a field trip. Who was the mysterious poet they had met in the Garden? What actually happened in the seaside cave
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that day? And most important — who can they tell about it? In beautifully shimmering prose, Ursula Dubosarsky reveals how a
single shared experience can alter the course of young lives forever. Part gripping thriller, part ethereal tale of innocence lost, The
Golden Day is a poignant study of fear and friendship, and of what it takes to come of age with courage.

“Phantoms of Breslau is a cynical, moody thriller which solidifies Krajewski’s position as a distinctive voice in
contemporary European fiction.” —Irish Examiner Breslau, 1919: The hideously battered, naked bodies of four sailors are
discovered on an island in the River Oder. When Criminal Assistant Eberhard Mock, back from the war, arrives at the
scene to investigate, he finds an enigmatic note addressed to him insisting that he admit to past mistakes and become a
believer. As he endeavors to piece together the elements of the brutal crime, Mock combs the brothels and drinking dens
of the then still-German city of Breslau and is drawn into an insidious game: it seems that anyone he questions during the
course of the investigation is destined to become the next victim. Meanwhile, Mock uncovers a secret society that has the
Criminal Assistant himself clearly in its sights. Dark, sophisticated, and uncompromising, the distinctive Breslau series
has already received broad critical acclaim. Phantoms of Breslau confirms Eberhard Mock as one of the most outrageous
and original detectives in crime fiction.
"Reading a Petterson novel is like falling into a northern landscape painting—all shafts of light and clear palpable chill."
—Time Fans of Per Petterson's other books in English will be delighted by this opportunity to observe Arvid Jansen in his
youth from a fresh perspective. In It's Fine By Me, Arvid befriends a boy named Audun. On Audun's first day of school he
refuses to talk or take off his sunglasses; there are stories he would prefer to keep to himself. Audun lives with his mother
in a working-class district of Oslo. He delivers newspapers and talks for hours about Jack London and Ernest Hemingway
with Arvid. But he's not sure that school is the right path for him and feels that life holds other possibilities. Sometimes
tender, sometimes brutal, It's Fine By Me is a brilliant novel from the acclaimed author of Out Stealing Horses and I
Curse the River of Time.
“From the moment you are born you start to die.”So says Pierre Anthon when he decides there is no meaning to life,
leaves the classroom, climbs a plum tree and stays there.His friends and classmates cannot get him to come down – not
even by pelting him with rocks.To prove to him that there is a meaning to life, they set out to build a heap of meaning in
an abandoned sawmill. But it soon becomes obvious that each person cannot give up what is most meaningful and
events begin to spiral out of control…
Moving, shocking and wonderful in equal measures, Into That Forest is a must-read for anyone who loved The Boy in the
Striped Pyjamas or Life of Pi. This is the story of two girls lost in the Tasmanian bush, saved and raised by two
Tasmanian tigers. Unforgettable, original and vivid in itscomposition, Louis Nowra is one of Australia's foremost literary
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talents.
Loosely based on Charles Perrault's "Tom Thumb," seven brothers in modern-day France flee their poor parents' farm,
led by the youngest who, although mute and unusually small, is exceptionally wise.
Lucky Linderman didn't ask for his life. He didn't ask his grandfather not to come home from the Vietnam War. He didn't
ask for a father who never got over it. He didn't ask for a mother who keeps pretending their dysfunctional family is fine.
And he didn't ask to be the target of Nader McMillan's relentless bullying, which has finally gone too far. But Lucky has a
secret--one that helps him wade through the daily mundane torture of his life. In his dreams, Lucky escapes to the warridden jungles of Laos--the prison his grandfather couldn't escape--where Lucky can be a real man, an adventurer, and a
hero. It's dangerous and wild, and it's a place where his life just might be worth living. But how long can Lucky keep
hiding in his dreams before reality forces its way inside? Michael L. Printz Honor recipient A.S. King's smart, funny and
boldly original writing shines in this powerful novel about learning to cope with the shrapnel life throws at you and taking a
stand against it.
Vivian feels left behind when her older sister, Audra, runs away from home. She believes that Audra will return and pays
careful attention to the clues around her. Then, inexplicably, writing begins to appear in a blank notebook. When Audra
does come back for Vivian, she’s in the company of a strange man. The three of them run away together and practice
wilderness survival. While Audra plans for the future, Vivian continues to gather evidence: Who is this mysterious man,
and does he have any connection to the words appearing in her notebook? Klickitat is a haunting story, full of
atmosphere and awakening, crafted by one of today's most startling literary talents. "The dreamy narration is evocative of
The Virgin Suicides…it might be a readalike for E. Lockhart’s We Were Liars…"--VOYA
When Halland is found murdered almost right outside his door, his widow, Bess, is of course the prime suspect. She isn't
worried about that, though, but about the daughter she abandoned years ago. As the police investigate, the slightly
cantankerous Bess instead follows a trail of her own regrets and misapprehensions. Atmospheric and haunted by the
uncanny, The Murder of Halland is anything but your typical whodunnit. It won Denmark's most important literary prize,
Den Danske Banks Litteraturpris, and its English translation was longlisted for the IMPAC Dublin Prize. Pia Juul has
published five books of poetry, two short story collections and two novels. Martin Aitken is a translator living in rural
Denmark.
Endorsed by Amnesty International. Imagine if war broke out - not in Iraq or Afghanistan, somewhere far far away, but
here, in our country. In War, Janne Teller embarks on a thought-provoking experiment: by simply turning the current
crisis on its head, she reveals what it is like to flee your home country, to be exiled, and to fight for survival in a foreign
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country. In this illustrated short story, Europe has fallen apart and the only place at peace within reach is the Middle East.
You follow a normal British family as they flee to the Middle East and see what they go through as refugees, through the
eyes of their fourteen-year-old son. Originally published in Denmark in 2001, War has become more and more relevant
and thought-provoking in the intervening years. In addition to the striking format and illustrations, what makes this book
so special is that Janne Teller adapts the story for each country in which it is published.
When thirteen-year-old Pierre Anthon leaves school to sit in a plum tree and train for becoming part of nothing, his
seventh grade classmates set out on a desperate quest for the meaning of life.
When Suzie Gump, the richest lady in town, stops by Otis's sold-out antique shop to buy, he has nothing to sell her but
won't sell her nothing, so she decides to buy nothing somewhere else, and the buying craze soon catches on, much to
Otis's dismay.
Will Henryis anassistant to a doctor with a most unusual speciality: monster hunting!In the short time he has lived with the
doctor, Will has grown usedto late night callers and dangerous business. But when one visitor comes with the body of a
young girl and the monster that was feeding on her, Will's world changes forever. The doctor has discovered a baby
Anthropophagi- a headless monster that feeds through the mouthfuls of teeth in its chest - and it signals a growing
number of Anthropophagi.Now, Will and the doctor must face the horror threatening to consume our world and find the
rest of the monsters before it is too late...
The countdown to college has begun. When Elizabeth receives her freshman-year roommate assignment at the
beginning of summer, she shoots off an email to coordinate the basics: TV, microwave, mini-fridge. She can't wait to
escape her New Jersey beach town, and her mom, and start life over in California. That first message comes as a
surprise to Lauren in San Francisco; she had requested a single. But if Lauren's learned anything from being the oldest
of six, it's that you can't always get what you want, especially when what you want is privacy. Soon the girls are e-mailing
back and forth, sharing secrets even though they've never met. With childhood friendships and family relationships
strained by change, it suddenly seems that the only people Elizabeth and Lauren can rely on are the complicated new
boys in their lives...and each other. With humor and heart, Sara Zarr, National Book Award finalist for Story of a Girl, and
Tara Altebrando, acclaimed author of The Pursuit of Happiness, join forces for a novel about that time after high school
when everything feels like it's ending just as it's beginning.
This thrilling bestseller and National Book Award Finalist is a gritty, high-stakes adventure of a teenage boy faced with
conflicting loyalties, set in a dark future America devastated by the forces of climate change. In America's flooded Gulf
Coast region, oil is scarce, but loyalty is scarcer. Grounded oil tankers are being broken down for parts by crews of young
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people. Nailer, a teenage boy, works the light crew, scavenging for copper wiring just to make quota--and hopefully live to
see another day. But when, by luck or by chance, he discovers an exquisite clipper ship beached during a recent
hurricane, Nailer faces the most important decision of his life: Strip the ship for all it's worth or rescue its lone survivor, a
beautiful and wealthy girl who could lead him to a better life.... In this powerful novel, Hugo and Nebula Award winning
author Paolo Bacigalupi delivers a fast-paced adventure set in the vivid and raw, uncertain future of his companion
novels The Drowned Cities and Tool of War. "Suzanne Collins may have put dystopian literature on the YA map with The
Hunger Games...but Bacigalupi is one of the genre's masters, employing inventively terrifying details in equally
imaginative story lines." --Los Angeles Times A New York Times Bestseller A Michael L. Printz Award Winner A National
Book Award Finalist A VOYA 2010 Top Shelf Fiction for Middle School Readers Book A Rolling Stone 40 Best YA Novels
Book
The most powerful autobiographical novel written about the Yugoslav wars. A timely and deeply accessible book that
speaks to what it is like to be displaced by war. Hotel Tito is an award-winning autobiographical novel of the SerboCroatian War. Author Ivana Bodroži? was born in the Croatian town of Vukovar, just across the Danube from Serbia. In
the fall of 1991, Vukovar was besieged by the Yugoslav People's Army for eighty-seven days. When the army broke the
siege, people came up out of the basements where they'd been sheltering from bombardment; women and children were
allowed out of the besieged city, but the army bused 400 men from the hospital to a farm on the outskirts where soldiers
and Serbian paramilitaries massacred them. Bodroži?'s father was among those taken and murdered. In Hotel Tito, after
fleeing the war zone their town has become, the mother and two children are housed along with other displaced persons
at a former communist school in the village of Kumrovec (the birthplace of Josip Tito). For years they share a single room
just large enough for their three beds, waiting to hear whether the narrator's father survived and when they'll be granted
an apartment of their own. In the meantime life goes on for the teenage protagonist, first loves bloom and burn quickly,
new friendships are acquired and lost, new truths emerge, and new emotions. But she never loses her shy, insightful
voice, nor her self-deprecating sense of humor. Hotel Tito is a sensitive and forthright coming of age novel in a time of
atrocity and loss.
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